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Description:
Garden Baby Boy
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Marie-Anne Rethoret-Melin

 

A lovely birth announcement sampler, to cross stitch for the arrival of a new baby boy.

 

At the top of the charts, two birds hold a clothesline with baby shoes, a bib, a rattle and various baby items. Below,
framed in a wreath of flowers stands a little boy dressed in yellow flower petals.

 

The dominant colors used for cross stitch are blue, yellow, and green, evocative of a garden.

 

The chart features an alphabet and numbers in back stitch allowing you to customize the stitched piece with the
baby's name and date of birth.

 

The format is almost square and lends itself to framing, or alternatively the stitched piece can be turned into the
cover of an album baby's first pictures.

 

There is also a pink version of this design for baby girls.

A cross stitch pattern by Marie-Anne Rethoret-Melin.

>> see more patterns by Marie-Anne Rethoret-Melin
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Garden Baby Boy

Chart size in stitches: 112 x 94 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/marieanne-rethoretmelin-garden-baby-cross-stitch-xml-208_209-3537.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/marieanne-rethoretmelin-garden-baby-girl-cross-stitch-xml-296_322-3538.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=3537&w=112&h=94


Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, French knots

Chart: Black & White, Color

Threads: DMC

Number of colors:13

Themes: newborn baby, birth sampler, blue, flowers, birds, clothesline 

 

>> see more Children's patterns by Marie-Anne Rethoret-Melin

>> see all Baby birth announcement patterns (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/marieanne-rethoretmelin-patterns-children-xsl-296_322_354.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/baby-birth-announcement-cross-stitch-sampler-xsl-214_238.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/marieanne-rethoretmelin-garden-baby-cross-stitch-xml-208_209-3537.html

